
 CAN’T SCRATCH   WON’T FADE   DOESN’T STAIN



     The STONEDECK products were conceived after 20 years of installing and maintaining 
decks. Frustration with how everyday use caused decks to look terrible after just a few 
years inspired me to create a much better deck solution.

     My thought was that clients who are spending more on a low maintenance composite 
decks only for it to look ugly in a decade is simply not acceptable. While building a 
composite deck for a client, I was finishing the project only to realize that a small pebble 
in my boot had scratched a composite board, leading to a need to quickly replace it 
before showing and delivering the final results to my client. 

     I thought that there must be a better way to produce decks for clients that would 
stand up to the daily wear and tear. Delivering decks that would not scratch or weather 
quickly yet are easily cleaned is how TANZITE STONEDECK products were born.

     I started with a prototype that we refined over three years through rigorous research, 
development, testing, and client feedback. The final result is a patent pending decking 
approach that could be installed without spending more than a composite deck, yet 
could be enjoyed for many decades with minimal maintenance.
 
    Today, we have a client approved, wear and weather tested, superior product that I 
am excited to offer to the market! TANZITE STONEDECKS, a deck built for life’s outdoor 
living.

I know you will love it!
 - Gordon Neustaeter 
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Compare
TANZITE STONEDECKS are built on the same basic structure as any other deck. 

     Tanzite costs about the same and the installation time is similar to other low 
maintenance decking options (like composite decking); keeping your overall 
investment similar.

      Have you ever seen a 20 year old deck that still looks amazing? Costs such as  
replacing scratched boards, replacement of stained areas or of the entire deck 
(because it looks terrible), makes the lifetime guaranteed TANZITE STONEDECKS 
the least expensive, lowest maintenance, and ultimately the best value for your 
money. 

     On a budget? You can easily convert a wood deck into a STONEDECK with 
little effort, even after constructed. Simply build a wood deck just like you would 
normally, except that you leave an inch clearance and put a 1% slope to it. Then 
enjoy your wood deck for a couple of years until it comes time to stain it, and 
than rather than staining it you could cover it with some water protection and 
TANZITE STONEDECK. This gives you the opportunity to update and upgrade to a 
STONEDECK years after a traditional wood one has been built. There is no other 
decking system that offers this level of flexibility in phasing construction.

    Rooftop decking is becoming more popular while the installation options are 
somewhat limited. A common way rooftop stone patios have been constructed 
is to install pedestals that then have to be leveled, and then float above the roof 
surface.  However, this common approach can cause issues with weight limits 
when adding planting gardens, rock gardens, railing installation, etc... In many 
cases, TANZITE STONEDECK can be placed directly on the roof surface. This 
solves these issues and problems with pedestals, complicated installation, and 
can reduce costs.

    TANZITE STONEDECK patios & walkways look amazing and lasts a lifetime! 
Comparable to concrete and paving stones (which will discolor, fade, suffer 
abrasive wear, and stain over time), STONEDECK products are warranted for a 
lifetime providing  significant longevity that stays looking amazing! 
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What is Tanzite?
Like man-made diamonds that are made flawless using extreme heat and pressure; Tanzite 
is similar. Using incredible heat and pressure, we are able to make Tanzite stone without the 
flaws, or the cost of natural stone. Tanzite gives you the perfect stone tile with the perfect 
color that will last in the harsh outdoors for a lifetime! See our videos at Tanzite.com! 

Life time Warranty?    
Melt-proof from hot BBQ grease?    
Scratch-proof from heavy chair?     
Low maintence?    

Looks new/ fade-free?     
Damage-proof from shovels and salt?    
Waterproof?    
Looks amazing in 20 years?    
Can cover existing deck or concrete?    
Use with curved designs?    

Can add creative inlayed designs?    
Red wine stain proof?    
Mold or mildew won’t damage it?    
Repaired easily?    
Stay cool in the sun?    
Pressure washing won’t hurt it?    
Animal scratch proof?    

TANZITE
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BLACK 
GRANITE

Like the late night sky, before the 
blackness sets in. Just enough 
that you can see the white stars 
speckled over the dark canvas. This 
granite stone forms a rich black 
colour broken by thin white lines 
that add a subtle compliment to 
help soften the depth and keeps 
the surface looking great (even if it 
gets a little dirty).

(146 + 6) x (298 +6) x (20)mm
(6”) x (12”) x (3/4”)*

(298 + 6) x (298 +6) x (20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (3/4”)*

(298 + 6) x (450 +6) x (20)mm
(12”) x (18”) x (3/4”)*

(298) x (298) x (20+20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

(298) x (298) x (20+20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose Bullnose corner

*Approximate rounded figure
(width + spacer) x (length + spacer) x (thickness)





WHITE 
GRANITE

A quartz-like cookies and cream 
white granite stone color with 
grayscale specks. This stone 
absorbs less sunlight, making it 
a great choice to keep your deck 
cooler in the hot sun; yet the 
matte finish is not too reflective. 
This colour stone makes a nice 
high contrast to other colours 
providing perfect accents.

(146 + 6) x (298 +6) x (20)mm
(6”) x (12”) x (3/4”)*

(298 + 6) x (298 +6) x (20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (3/4”)*

(298 + 6) x (450 +6) x (20)mm
(12”) x (18”) x (3/4”)*

(298) x (298) x (20+20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose

(298) x (298) x (20+20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose corner
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*Approximate rounded figure
(width + spacer) x (length + spacer) x (thickness)
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Like ancient Egyptian scrolls, 
this stone color has a wide 
variety of browns. This earth 
tone colour is perfect to 
create a natural rustic design 
with all the classic grander of 
renowned architecture.

(146 + 6) x (298 +6) x (20)mm
(6”) x (12”) x (3/4”)*

(298 + 6) x (298 +6) x (20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (3/4”)*

(298 + 6) x (450 +6) x (20)mm
(12”) x (18”) x (3/4”)*

(298) x (298) x (20+20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose

(298) x (298) x (20+20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose corner

CINNAMON 
BROWN

*Approximate rounded figure
(width + spacer) x (length + spacer) x (thickness)
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Like the inspiring cliffs of a 
grey mountain, this stone has 
a weathered look layered over 
layers of greys. This greyscale 
stone does well to stay cool and 
the neutral colour looks great in 
all environments.

(146 + 6) x (298 +6) x (20)mm
(6”) x (12”) x (3/4”)*

(298 + 6) x (298 +6) x (20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (3/4”)*

(298 + 6) x (450 +6) x (20)mm
(12”) x (18”) x (3/4”)*

(298) x (298) x (20+20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose

(298) x (298) x (20+20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose corner

SIERRA 
GREY

*Approximate rounded figure
(width + spacer) x (length + spacer) x (thickness)
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Like classic American white 
Oak  trees, this soft color 
fits both modern and classic 
architectural design and 
provides a classic wood deck 
look with the strength of stone.

(304) x (1200) x (20 + 20)mm
(12”) x (48”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose

*Approximate rounded figure
(width + spacer) x (length + spacer) x (thickness)

WHITE 
OAK

(304) x (304) x (20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose corner

(198 + 6) x (1200 +6) x (20)mm
(8”) x (48”) x (3/4”)*

Plank
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This black walnut wood 
provides a rich depth of colour. 
The intense and alluring tones 
highlight the natural grains 
in the wood and creates the 
perfect colour to compliment 
any outdoor living space.

(198 + 6) x (1200 +6) x (20)mm
(8”) x (48”) x (3/4”)*

(304) x (1200) x (20 + 20)mm
(12”) x (48”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose

WALNUT

(304) x (304) x (20)mm
(12”) x (12”) x (11/2”)*

Bullnose corner

Plank

*Approximate rounded figure
(width + spacer) x (length + spacer) x (thickness)









DECKS Stonedecks is about the same 
cost as composite decking, but 
far more durable, non-slip and 
made out of real stone! 
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As the Tanzite stone is laid you can easily, and normally 
without extra cost, create beautiful and unique design 

just in the pattern or colour used.

DESIGN OPTIONS

The outside edge is screwed down and 
the rest of the tiles simply float. This 

means you can easily attach the tiles to 
your  new wood structure. No glue, no 

mortar, no hassle.
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EASY TO INSTALL



SECOND STORY 
BALCONYS

There are relatively few options  
to create a second story deck  
outside that keeps the area  
underneath of it dry. STONEDECKS 
offers a new and impressive option! 

Stone tiles looks amazing and 
can far outlast a vinyl product. 

Any products used outdoors need 
to be able to handle weather, 

temperature changes and UV light 
from the sun. This is why stone has 
been used outdoors for a millennia. 

Tanzite STONEDECKS brings this 
solid stone concept to a flexible 

engineered solution to last forever 
on your deck.
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DURABLE
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COVER EXISTING 
DECKS

Stonedecks can be used 
to surface existing wood, 
composite, or vinyl decks.

28

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

Tanzite decking tiles are only 20mm (3/4”) thick and are light enough to cover 
most wooden deck structures without additional support. 

WEIGHT



BEFORE

AFTER
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AFTER

BEFORE

Using a stone tile both looks amazing and far outlasts virtually every other 
decking product. Any products used outdoors need to be able to handle the 
weather, temperature changes, and UV light from the sun. This is why stone has 
been used outdoors for a millennia. Tanzite STONEDECKS brings this solid stone 
concept to a flexible engineered solution to last forever on your deck.



ROOF TOP  
PATIOS

COVER EXISTING

30

Stonedecks is easy to use and  
looks great! Stonedecks can help 
you build you a great entertaining 
space or teach you how!

Tanzite Stonedecks can normally cover directly over your existing roofing 
material. This makes for an easy installation at a lower cost. More importantly, 
Stonedecks helps to protect your roofing membrane by keeping off debris and 

distributing weight evenly. It installs with basically the same methodology as a 
tile shower system, just scaled up to a whole roof.



The Tanzite stone looks amazing, and since it lays directly on 
the roof top surface it allows for a lot of design opportunities. 

Tanzite allows for irregular shapes, patterns and unique 
designs. Tanzite also allows you to easily incorporate other 

materials such as artificial turf or rock gardens. Such designs 
would be expensive or impossible with other systems. 

AMAZING 
DESIGN
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PATIOS AND  
WALKWAYS

Cover, or expand, your 
existing patio with 
Tanzite Stone.

Nobody wants slippery stairs. 
Tanzite stone tiles have a non 

slip finish that works great, 
even when wet!

NON SLIP
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The Tanzite stone tiles can be 
installed like a paving stone 
on the ground. Simply create 
a gravel bed as a foundation, 
cover it with course, leveling 
sand and lay the stone tile on 
top. 

Extending an existing patio is 
just as easy using your current 
concrete or paving stone patio 
as the foundation. The current 
condition of the patio doesn’t 
matter, even if it’s uneven, 
simply leveled it off with sand 
and expand the area using a 
gravel foundation beside the 
current patio. 

EASY TO USE
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COVER EXISTING 
STAIRS

AFTER

Stonedecks is easy to use, 
and looks great! Stonedecks 
can be used to surface 
existing wood or concrete 
stairs.
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AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE



The Tanzite tiles come in a 
bullnose edge stone that is just 

the right size to use on stairs. It is 
screwed down and the rest of the 
tiles simply float. This means you 

can attach the tiles to your existing 
concrete, or wood, structure. No 
glue or mortar is required, which 

means the existing condition 
of your stairs normally doesn't 

matter. 

BEFORE

AFTER

Tanzite.com
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BEFORE AFTER



LEVEL A YARD Leveling a sloped yard with a 
retaining wall does not have 
to be the only option to have a 
level yard anymore! 

If your yard has a slope making it 
unusable you may be able to effectively 
replace needing retaining wall with a 
STONEDECK. This can make your yard 
still look like a yard with stone, turf, 
rock, etc. but all be built on a wood 
deck structure to level it out.

EFFECTIVE
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Tanzite.com
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SIDEWALK BLOCK

STRINGER

STAIR SURFACE

JOIST

BEAM

SCREW PILE

RAILING

T/G PLYWOOD

ROOFING MEMBRANE

BULNOSE EDGE STONE

DECK SURFACE
RAIL

W
AL

L

TYPICAL DECK DETAIL
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HOW TO BUILD  
A STONE DECK

Build the deck frame as you normally 
would, just slope it away from the house 
1-2% for water drainage.

STEP 01 - FRAME

Cover the wood structure with 3/4” 
tongue and grove plywood. You can also 
use regular deck boards, which is ideal if 
you are phasing the project due to cost.

STEP 02 - SURFACE

Build your steps as you would normally. 
Since the Tanzite bullnose edge stones 
are designed to make a perfect step 
size, it is ideal to cut the stair stringers 
to fit the stone. 

STEP 03 - STAIRS

Close in the sides of your deck using 
any product you would normally use. A 
popular option is to use a cement fibre 
board like James Hardi board in the  
4’ x 8’ sheets.

STEP 04 - SIDES (OPTIONAL)
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Now with everything set, sweep in polymeric sand into 
the gaps created by the spacers. This is sweep in dry, 
then you make it wet. The water activation hardens the 
sand while keeping some flexibility. Silicone can also be 
used for high water areas.

STEP 07 - POLYMERIC SAND

To protect you wooden structure we can send you a one 
piece water protection membrane that you simply lay 
over top. No glue and no seams (most decks) means no 
hassle.

STEP 05 - WATER PROTECTION

Lay the Tanzite stones over the surface in any desired 
pattern. Our patent pending process makes this easy. 
The perimeter stones come pre-drilled and you simply 
screw them down. The rest of the stones come with the 
spacers already attached so you simply lay them in any 
pattern desired. No glue, no mortar, just gravity.

STEP 06 - TANZITE STONE

Install a railing by simply pre-drilling the holes through 
the stones where the posts will be bolted down. Then 
attach the posts into the wood structure and finish the 
railing as normal. (railing can also be installed prior to 
the Tanzite stone in which case you would simply cut the 
stone around the posts).

STEP 08 - RAILING
STEP 04 - SIDES (OPTIONAL)

Tanzite.com
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DIY FRIENDLY DECK

Have a question or need some advice? Building any project for the first time can seem daunting. 
Don’t worry, our Stonedecks help desk is here for you. Just give a call, text or email and we can 
help you through most any issue you might encounter. 

Since we have already built hundreds of Stonedecks, we have likely already solved anything 
you might encounter. 

Call or Text: 1-833-478-6633

HELP CENTRE

Want all the details? Our full instruction manual is available for download on our 
website. They include all the technical information and helps tools such as the 
exact measurements to build a deck frame to avoid most of the cuts of the stone.  

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Building a Stonedeck is very similar to most other outdoor decks however there are a few 
differences. We have put many tips and tricks into a few “how-to videos”. We recommend 
watching them before starting your project.

Find all this information and more at: 

Tanzite.com

WATCH THE VIDEOS
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DECK DESIGNS
We will create a 3D model of 
your project, so you can see 
it, before you buy it.

As they say, "the devil is in the details".  We want you to be able to 
see what your deck will look like. By creating a 3D model, we can 
show you what your project will look like when it is complete.  This 
way you can see the size and shape but also see accent colours, the 
furniture placement and even adjust to fit the budget. This ensure 
the details will be perfect to make you will love it even before it's 
built. 

3D 
DESIGN
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...and we will send you these....

Send us these....

FREE 3D DECK DESIGN
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...then make your 
neighbors jealous!

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL

PHOTO

PHOTO

PHOTO
45
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Simply go outside and take a photo of your current deck, or of the 
area where your deck will be built.  (blueprints are perfect to, if you 
have)

1

Then sketch out the measurements of the deck. Don’t worry, the 
sketch doesn’t have to be to scale (or even look good)2

Now take a photo of that sketch and send it, along with the other 
photos, to info@STONEDECKS.ca 3

We will send you back a 3-D model of what your new deck will look like along with the 
cost.

After seeing the model you may want to make some changes to the design or to fit a 
budget. We will work with you until it’s all exactly as you like. Than simply pay for the 

order online and will ship it directly to you.

See The Video

Building a Stonedeck is very similar to building most 
other outdoor decks. There are a few tricks though 
to make it easier. We recommend you to watch the  
how-to videos we have made before starting your project. 
See them at Tanzite.com

HOW TO ORDER
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info@tanzite.com   |   1-833-478-6633   |   Tanzite.com
Made with TANZITE

Balconies Decks Re-surfacing Patios

Tanzite STONEDECKS is a Canadian developed, patent pending, stone tile 
decking product. This system is installed flexibly so it can move as needed 
to handle the harsh outdoors. Best of all it doesn't scratch, stain,  fade, get 

slippery, or heat up like many plastic decking alternatives. 


